
Lampworkers society notes 7/12/2020 
Host: Zoom (as usual in these pandemic times…) 

 
As is usual with our zoom meetings…. Members trickled in and slowly got their connections/audio/video 
together.  
 
A helpful side note was offered by Laura that the typed conversation did not record with the video/audio, so if 
anyone needed to say something snarky or cruel and didn’t want it showing up in the minutes to shame them 
later, they should keep it to text. (I found out later that I could easily save the chat conversation as well, so 
that’s off the table.) 
 
We collectively mourned the absent members that couldn’t join due to no internet or poor connections, which 
led to discussion of “The before times” when normal people didn’t have access to the entire world at their 
fingertips. 
 
I informed the group we had a potential new member, Tori Meiner, who would be hopefully joining the meeting! 
 
Kathleen excitedly told the group about her glorious birthday plans to get a ceramic wheel and expand her 
multi-medium madness to new heights!  
 
With 10 members present, the meeting started rolling along on Kathleen's insistence. 
 
Official Start: 
 
With the meeting called to official order, The President asked on the Secretary to read the minutes. 
 
Secretary: Minutes were read, laughs were had. 
 
Treasurer: Les reported for both June and July, (having missed the last meeting) with a deposit of $50 to the 
bank (two membership fees received) , bringing our total in the bank to $2355.19. No activity on paypal, so the 
balance there remains at  $1475.07. We sit with $3830.26 in total assets currently. 
 
Membership: Fred reported nothing new in membership other than the renewals. 
 
VP/Librarian: Erin was missing in action again, inquiries were made as to who could reach out and check in 
on her. (we have since found her - she is ok, just not able to make the meetings.) 
 
Historian: Lendy reports “We have history guys, it’s called baggage.” She promised to get the membership of 
the flicker account moved over to a more public domain having found the sneaky passwords. Nothing new 
otherwise in this solitary quarantine existence that we lead. 
 
Website: Tom reports nothing new. There was discussion on the best format for an edited video clip of the 
demos we were doing during zoom meetings. Tom asked about adding new photos to the flicker account so he 
could circulate some new images onto the website.  Gotta keep it fresh! Cathleen expressed concerns about 
adding video demos to the website unless they were password protected, so that only members could view. 
Everyone agreed that it was a good idea. 
 



Old Business:  
 
Carla emailed Kathleen and told her that she owns the domain and it costs $40 per year. (paying that has 
covered her membership) Lendy suggested that we buy the domain from her so that the organization would 
own it instead of a single member.  She proposed that we offer Carla a lifetime membership if she is willing to 
transfer ownership. There was quite a bit of Tech talk that made my brain shut off regarding servers, transfers 
and general web shenanigans. 
 
Kathleen shared another email she had received from Carla with us about Marilyn. Her condition had 
deteriorated and she may only have months or days left. (sadly, a few days after this meeting I found out that 
she had passed away on July 11th, just before our meeting.) Kathleen talked about how to get the mobile to 
her quickly and safely in these unsave times. 
 
New Business:  
 
Laura shared sad new business - Third Degree ran out of funds and cut the majority of its staff and the hours 
of those still working. Currently the gallery is still open in person with limited hours. Renters are still in and 
working at safe distances and with masks. (except in Hotshop… sigh.) 
 
Glass Galore was brought up following COVID concerns and it was pondered whether we should postpone any 
in-person shows for the foreseeable future. A vote was raised about canceling the in-person show and quickly 
passed. I suggested making Glass Galore a virtual show this year and promised to work on a way to host and 
promote it. Tori and I planned to get together to figure out some particulars and see what could be done. 
 
Joan had a question about who follows up with people who visit the Lampworkers Society website? Tom says 
the site has web analytics so we can see visits, and Fred (in charge of membership) receives the majority of 
the emails coming in and dispurses them accordingly. He would like to share that responsibility if at all 
possible. 
 
Laura suggested homework for the next meeting: Write or update your artist's statement and update your 
website if you have on in preparation of an online presence.  Joan hates writing Artists Statements. 
 
Q-Tips:  
 
Laura’s tip was that you make better work if you ACTUALLY WORK. 
 
Joan talked about a friend's use of wearing a wet t-shirt while working in a hot studio to keep cool.  Many jokes 
were made about how many neighbors could be entertained by “Wet T-Shirt Torching” (Sounds like a potential 
themed calendar, right?) and the conversation took an interesting turn towards drone hunting eagles and 
cameras falling from the sky.  
 
Show & Tell: 
 

● Tom wowed us all with his epic automatic bonsai tree watering boro structure… He showed us a 
glimpse at the last meeting but now has fancy photos. It is a glorious combination of tech, glass and 
nature. 

● Lendy showed us her creations using leftover petal pulls and glass discs (her challenge from last 
month) a dancing starfish, some clovers, a little angel, a drop pendant, a dove, a cross and a horse 



head! She also gave us a preview glimpse at the rose murrini she would be demoing at the end of the 
meeting. 

● Nadine sent images but they were lost in the shuffle… She showed us her lovely double helix fish bead 
(made starting with a lollipop shape as per the challenge.) the old school way by holding up to the 
camera 

● Joan held up a gorgeous hollow bead necklace (yellow orange wrapped in double helix shards), 
enameled earrings, (made by another artist) and an anodized metal and glass necklace and talked 
about the perils of heavy necklaces and chipped teeth. 

● Laura had nothing to show but shared that Libby Leuchtman would be making and selling reactive and 
silver glass shards soon! 

● Gloria introduced her newest attempts at the tallest, tiniest elephants.  
● Tori showed us her “wrecking ball of a necklace” ceramic wire wrapped pendant. It rattles for warning 

and can be used as a melee weapon in a pinch! She also introduced us to her adorable Kitty! 
 
Demo: Lendy did a live demo on how to apply and use rose murini. (I have edited the video and have included 
the link to view it here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5pjMufzphE ) 
It will also be on the website soon with and accessible to members. 
 
Meeting Closing Notes:  
 
Laura offered to do a timelapse process video of a glass painting as the demo next meeting. This led to a bit of 
discussion on various types of glass paint and glass enamels and talk of the joys of hoarding art materials. 
 
Kathleen set the monthly challenge as “Murini.” to be shared at the next meeting.  The challenge includes 
making murini or applying and using murini.  
 
Kathleen also shared the pro-tip that one should ABSOLUTELY NOT use gorilla glue or expanding spray foam 
before lampworking.  You will experience FLAMING FINGERTIPS.  This is, reportedly, not a fun experience.  
 
End of the Lampworkers Society Meeting for July 12, 2020. 
 
Link to the STL Lampworkers Society website: stlouisbead.wordpress.com 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5pjMufzphE
https://stlouisbead.wordpress.com/

